
Our Holiday Season
Wishes for You



Tis the Season to be kind & loving

Colour
Connects Us



“ Peace cannot be kept by force. It can only be

achieved by understanding.” —Albert Einstein



Blue



“Everyday is a new blessing, a new life and a

new hope” - Unknown



Olive



“Laughter is the language of the Soul”

— Pablo Neruda



Yellow



"There is no power for change greater than a community

discovering what it cares about." – Margaret J. Wheatley



Coral



“Where there are no words … know the silences are carrying

the thoughts and prayer of all who love you”.  - Dawn Dais



Violet



“Become more aware of what’s really

worth your energy”.  Anon.



Red



Harmony is the beautiful balance between mind, body

and soul measured in tender, peaceful moments.

Melanie Koulouris



Green



“I do not at all understand the mystery of Grace - only

that it meets us where we are but does not leave us where

it found us”. - Anne  Lamott



Magenta



“High on life and low on sleep”. - Anon



Orange



“Doing what you like is freedom.

Liking what you do is happiness”.

Frank Tyger



Turquoise



“Awaken to the gift of Life steeped in golden rays of sun.

Be healed by the light”. - Chrissie



Gold



“You see things; and you say 'Why?' But I

dream things that never were; and I say

'Why not?'” - George Bernard Shaw



Royal Blue

All we have to decide is what to do with the time that is
given to us.- J.R.R.Tolkien



“Love is the beauty of the soul”. - St Augustine



Pink



“Clarity it the moment we see without

opening our eyes”. - Stephanie Banks



White



“Find the place inside yourself where

nothing is impossible” - Deepak Chopra



Black



“A harvest of peace is

produced from a seed

of contentment”

Proverb



Brown
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